
HOW TO WRITE AN EXPOSITORY ESSAY FOR 4TH GRADE

Expository essays describe or explain something; they expose the subject of the essay. The expository essay takes the
topic and describes it.

Describe how things will be different for you in middle school when you have a locker to put your things in.
Explain why making eye contact as both a listener and a speaker is important. Using a map or floor plan of
your new middle school, describe how you might get around to your classes, lunchroom, lockers, etc. Closing
the expository essay in a paragraph where the student gives an overview -- without repeating what has been
stated earlier -- is a good resolution. The expository essay takes the topic and describes it factually and
objectively. The Main Body The next three paragraphs should expose or explain in a step-by-step manner the
thesis or main idea of the first paragraph. Describe how you believe you have matured in the past year.
Explain how middle school will be different from elementary school. If the essay is about "The Importance of
School Rules," then he will write down the main idea of the essay: what school rules are and why schools have
them. Explain the rules and requirements at your new middle school and where they differ from your current
school. Define several qualities that make someone a good leader, and explain how you can work to better
embody those principles. It is important to teach the children to be clear and exact in their expression. Define
what it means to work independently and describe ways you think you could work more independently in
middle school. Think of something about middle school that makes you nervous. Students found information
about the main ideas and then it was time to write. Explain several reasons that a uniform might be more
convenient for students than choosing their own clothes. Describe several things you would look for in your
ideal high school. Brainstorming and Prewriting This is an important first step in writing any essay, especially
the expository type. Do you consider yourself a good student? The Conclusion In the conclusion, paragraph
five, the child should restate the main idea or thesis of the essay but not summarize the whole essay. I
appreciate it!


